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HENRY T. KING,JR. 
THOMAS F. LAMBERT, JR. 
WALTER ROCKLER 
DREXEL A. SPRECHER 
ALLAN RYAN 
You see before you six men who prosecuted the biggest crime in 
history-from 1945 to 1946, before the International Military Tribu-
* Allan A. Ryan, Jr. teaches a course on judicial enforcement of human rights at Boston 
College Law School and is a member of the Advisory Board of the Owen M. Kupferschmid 
Holocaust and Human Rights Project. He is the author of the 1984 book, QUIET NEIGHBORS: 
PROSECUTING NAZI WAR CRIMINALS IN AMERICA. A former Director of the Office of Special 
Investigations of the United States Department of State, Mr. Ryan currently is employed as an 
attorney in the Office of General Counsel at Harvard University. 
Whitney R. Harris served as Trial Counsel and Special Assistant to the United States Chief 
of Counsel at the Nuremberg trials and was the only American lawyer to receive the Legion of 
Merit for service at Nuremberg. Mr. Harris subsequently wrote the first major work on the 
Nuremberg trials, titled TYRANNY ON TRIAL: THE EVIDENCE AT NUREMBERG, published in 1954. 
Following World War II, he was Chief of the Legal Advice Branch of the United States Military 
Government for Germany. He later held a variety of positions in legal education, government 
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nal, and from 1946 to 1949 in the twelve subsequent proceedings. They 
and their colleagues assembled and presented the evidence and the 
argument in what we know today as the Nuremberg Trials. Telford 
Taylor, l who succeeded Justice Robert Jackson2 as Chief of Counsel in 
October 1946, said in his final report to the Secretary of the Army: 
service, and corporate law. Mr. Harris was also a partner in the St. Louis, Missouri, law firm of 
Sumner, Harris & Sumner for twenty years before retiring from law in 1986. 
A prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials, Benjamin Kaplan later practiced law in New York City 
and became the Royall Professor at Harvard Law School, where he is now a Professor Emeritus. 
In 1972, he was appointed to the position of Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. 
In 1991, he was named a Distinguished Professor of Law at Suffolk University. 
Three years after graduating from Yale Law School, Henry T. King,Jr. became a prosecutor 
at the Nuremberg trials. He has written extensively about the trials and about Albert Speer, the 
Nazi War Minister whom he had interviewed repeatedly. Mr. King chaired a 1970 American 
Bar Association program titled "Nuremberg Revisited: The Judgment of Nuremberg in Today's 
World." Today, Mr. King is a Professor of Law and United States Director of the Canada/United 
States Law Institute at Case Western Reserve University Law School as well as Of Counsel to the 
international law firm of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey. 
Thomas F. Lambert, Jr. was a prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials. He subsequently joined 
the faculty of Boston University School of Law and also has taught at New York University School 
of Law and Suffolk University Law School, where he holds a professorship endowed in his name. 
Mr. Lambert also has served as Dean of Stetson University College of Law in florida. 
Walter RockIer was a prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials from 1947 to 1949. He since has 
served as Director of the Office of Special Investigations for the United States Department of 
Justice and is a senior partner in the law firm of Arnold & Porter in Washington, D.C. Mr. 
RockIer's writings include the 1992 article "Prosecuting Bloodless War Crimes." 
Drexel A. Sprecher was Assistant Counsel for the International Military Tribunal at Nurem-
berg and later became Deputy Chief Counsel. Mr. Sprecher served as Editor-in-Chief of the official 
record of the subsequent proceedings. He later pursued a business career in Maryland, held 
leadership positions within the Democratic National Committee, and taught at George Washing-
ton University. Mr. Sprecher retired from full-time employment in 1973. 
Footnotes by Keith L. Larney, Executive Editor-Symposium, BOSTON COLLEGE THIRD WORLD 
LAw JOURNAL. 
Transcribed by Jan Trasen and Nicole Simi. 
1 Telford Taylor, a prosecutor at the first Nuremberg trial and Chief Prosecutor for the 
subsequent trials, is a Professor Emeritus at Columbia University and at the Benjamin N. Cardozo 
School of Law at Yeshiva University. He also has been an attorney in private practice, Chairman 
of the New York City Advisory Board on Public Welfare, and Counsel for the Joint Council on 
Educational Television. His published works include THE ANATOMY OF THE NUREMBERG TRIALS, 
MUNICH: THE PRICE OF PEACE, which received the Critics Circle Award as the best non-fiction 
book of 1979, and NUREMBERG AND VIETNAM: AN AMERICAN TRAGEDY. 
2 Robert H. Jackson was appointed Chief Counsel for war crimes by President Truman on 
April 26, 1945. TELFORD TAYLOR, THE ANATOMY OF THE NUREMBERG TRIALS 45 (1992). Previous 
to this appointment, Jackson, a prominent figure in New York legal circles and the Democratic 
Party, served as Assistant Attorney General, Solicitor General, Attorney General, and finally, 
Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court. Id. at 43. Several weeks before accepting 
the Chief Counsel position, Justice Jackson publicly stated his belief that the waging of aggressive 
war should be criminalized, but also said that if any trials of Nazi war criminals are to be held, 
the four powers must be prepared to release any defendants who are acquitted under the 
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It is generally acknowledged among symphony conductors 
and trial lawyers alike that the vital work is done before the 
show begins. Gesticulate and contort as the conductor may 
during a concert, the quality of the performance will be 
largely determined by the caliber of the players he has se-
lected, and the sensitivity and the unity of purpose that he 
has imparted to them in rehearsal. Orate and emote as the 
trial lawyer may in an open court, the impact of his case is 
more likely to be governed by the volume, quality, and organi-
zation of the evidence at his command when the trial begins. 
These truisms proved as valid in the Palace of Justice at 
Nuremberg as on Foley Square in Manhattan.3 
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Those modest words do not begin to suggest the enormity of the 
task that these men undertook and which they accomplished so bril-
liantly. Justice Jackson, in his opening statement to the International 
Military Tribunal (IMT), perhaps the greatest forensic speech in the 
English language, said to the judges: 
Less than eight months ago today, the courtroom in which 
you sit was an enemy fortress in the hands of German SS 
troops. Less than eight months ago nearly all our witnesses 
and documents were in enemy hands. The law had not been 
codified, no procedures had been established, no tribunal 
was in existence, no usable courthouse stood here, none of 
the hundreds of tons of official German documents had been 
examined, no prosecuting staff had been assembled, nearly 
all of the present defendants were at large, and the four 
prosecuting powers had not yet joined in common cause to 
try them.4 
And yet Justice Jackson said, "We will give you undeniable proofs of 
incredible events."5 And they did. 
proceedings. Justice Robert H.Jackson. Address to the American Society ofInternational Law on 
the topic ''The Rule of Law Among Nations" (April 13, 1945) in TAYLOR at 44--45. 
3 BRIGADIER GENERAL TELFORD TAYLOR, CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR CRIMES, FINAL REpORT 
To THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY ON THE NUREMBERG WAR CRIMES TRIALS UNDER CONTROL 
COUNCIL LAW No. 10 (1949). 
4Justice Robert H. Jackson, Opening Statement Before the International Military Tribunal 
(November 21, 1945) in 2 TRIAL OF THE MAJOR WAR CRIMINALS BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL 
MILITARY TRIBUNAL 100 (1947). 
5 [d. at 99. 
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One of the first books about Nuremberg was written by Whitney 
Harris.6 He said in 1954 in his book, Tyranny on Trial: "That the end 
of World War II did not lead to reprisals against the German people-a 
life taken for a life destroyed-is a tribute to the calm judgment of 
men trained in law who channeled the fury of the hurt and the 
oppressed into a judicial forum."7 In these days, when it is expected 
that one should be apologetic for being a lawyer, I find those words 
inspirational. It should be, indeed, the judgment of men and women 
trained in the law to channel the fury of the hurt and the oppressed, 
to speak for those who have no voice. We have asked each of these 
men this morning to give us their personal perspectives on Nurem-
berg. How did they become involved? What did they expect they were 
getting into? How did their experience match their expectations? And 
if they were young lawyers today, would they do it again? Because, for 
the first time since they stood before the judges of Nuremberg, there 
is an International War Crimes Tribunal. We have asked them to share 
with us their unique historical and personal perspective on the issues 
that face us here. 
Whitney Harris was Professor of Law at Southern Methodist Uni-
versity Law School, the first Executive Director of the American Bar 
Association and then he was engaged in the corporate and private 
practice of law in St. Louis. The Honorable Benjamin Kaplan is Royall 
Professor of Law Emeritus at the Harvard Law School and aJustice of 
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. Professor Henry T. King, 
Jr. was Chief Corporate Counsel of TRW Incorporated and Chairman 
of the International Law Section of the ABA, of counsel to the firm of 
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey in Cleveland, and Professor of Law at Case 
Western University Law School. Professor Thomas Lambert was Dean 
of the Stetson College of Law in Florida before he joined the Navy and 
served at Nuremberg. And afterwards he was Professor of Law at 
Boston University and, since 1972, at Suffolk University Law School. 
Walter RockIer, the only ex-Marine on the panel, is a partner in the 
Washington firm of Arnold & Porter. And he was the Director of the 
Office of Special Investigations in the Department of Justice. I was 
Walter's Deputy and then his successor. Drexel Sprecher, one of the 
few attorneys to serve both at the IMT and in the subsequent proceed-
ings, also was editor-in-chief of the fifteen volumes of the official record 
6 WHITNEY R. HARRIS, TYRANNY ON TRIAL: THE EVIDENCE AT NUREMBERG (1954). 
7 HARRIS, supra note 6, at 3. 
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of the subsequent proceedings.8 And he was later a real estate devel-
oper in Potomac, Maryland, Deputy Chairman of the Democratic Na-
tional Committee when it nominated John Kennedy, and a prolific 
lecturer and writer to this day. And so without further introduction on 
my part, let me ask Mr. Harris to begin. 
WHITNEY HARRIS 
I served in the United States Navy for four and a half years during 
the war. Toward the end of the war, I was assigned for special duty with 
the Office of Strategic Services. That was the OSS, the forerunner of 
the CIA and at that time the OSS was a cloak-and-dagger outfit. They 
dropped men behind the lines and tried to disrupt communication 
and so forth. I received all this training in the use of weaponry and so 
on. One thing I did learn in my training was the German Intelligence 
System. 
Mter I completed this training, I was sent by OSS to be in charge 
of the investigation of the war crimes in the European Theater. So I 
established offices at St. James close by British Intelligence and ob-
tained many good and incriminating documents from British Intelli-
gence which I sent back to OSS. InJune 1945, Justice Jackson came to 
London and set up offices at Mount Street. ... He and a small staff 
that he had were engaged in negotiating with the other allied powers 
the terms of the agreement for the prosecution of the major German 
war criminals before an International Military Tribunal. When I found 
good documents, incriminating documents, I used to take them up to 
Mount Street. They Uustice Jackson and his staff] were at that time 
long on theory, but a little bit short on evidence, so I was very welcome. 
So, in August after the agreement had been negotiated, Justice 
Jackson moved his operations staff to Nuremberg. I decided I'd just 
come along. Mter all, the war was over. OSS couldn't do me any harm, 
and I was working for the Navy, being paid by the Navy anyway. So I 
went down to Nuremberg and they gave me a billet with Andy Wheeler 
and Frank Wallace who are from the Boston area. Everything was fine 
and I was enjoying myself. 
At this time, Colonel Storey, who was Justice Jackson's executive 
trial counsel, having heard that I knew something about the German 
8 UNITED STATES GoVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, TRIALS OF WAR CRIMINALS BEFORE THE 
NUERNBERG MILITARY TRIBUNALS UNDER CONTROL COUNCIL LAw No. 10 (1949-53). 
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Intelligence System said, "Well, would you prepare the case against 
Ernst Kaltenbrunner and the Gestapo and SD?"9 The whole repressive 
agencies of the German government were under the Intelligence Sys-
tem of the state, the RSHA. Of course I was happy to do that, and they 
gave me a little office in the Palace of Justice right by a gaping hole 
which Allied artillery had made in the building, and gave me a little 
typewriter and a German secretary. First thing I did, of course was to 
go to our documents center. Colonel Storey had collected these docu-
ments and brought them to Nuremberg and I had my documents 
there, too. They were being translated from time to time. 
One of the documents I found there was a very interesting letter. 
It was written by a man named Becker to a man by the name of Walter 
Ralph who was in charge of motor vehicles in the RSHA. This letter 
from Becker complained about the functioning of a gas van which he 
was operating in the Eastern Territories. And it was written from an 
Einsatzcommando. lO Well, of course at that time I didn't know anything 
about any Einsatzcommandos or anything else which had happened 
in the Eastern Front. But, this was shortly before the opening of the 
trial. And I learned that British Intelligence had taken a man by the 
name of Otto Ohlendorf prisoner, and they were interrogating him in 
London. 
Ohlendorf was the head of Amt III of the RSHA.ll This was German 
Intelligence inside Germany. I had no idea that Ohlendorf would shed 
any light upon war crimes, but I thought it would be useful to bring 
him down to Nuremberg and interrogate him so that I could find out 
a little bit more about this organization, of which my defendant was 
the chief [Kaltenbrunner], and develop the lines of command. They 
sent him down, and I started interrogating Ohlendorf. My first ques-
tion was, 'Well, what was your experience with the SD?" He said, "Well, 
I was made the chief of the SD inside Germany Amt III to the RSHA 
9 Mter Heinrich Himmler's suicide, Ernst Kaltenbrunner became the senior surviving official 
of the SS and the Reich Security Main Office (RSHA). See TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 85. The latter 
included under its umbrella the Sicherheitsdienst (SD, Security Service), the Sicherheitspolizei 
(SIPO), and the Gestapo (Secret State Police). Id. at 508-10. Kaltenbrunner was convicted and 
executed by hanging. Id. at 610. 
10 Einsatzcommandos were leaders of the SS Einsatzgruppen, paramilitary units which fol-
lowed German troops into the Soviet Union with the task of collecting and killing allJews, Gypsies, 
and members of other target groups. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 169. Nazi records indicated that 
Einsatzgruppen and other SS agencies were responsible for the slaughter of two million Jews. Id. 
at 202. 
II Amt III was one of seven departments or Amten of the Reich Main Security Office. TAYLOR, 
supra note 2, at 509. Amt III encompassed the SD, Germany's internal Security Service. Id. 
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in 1937 and I served in that capacity throughout the war, except for 
the year 1941." So I said, ''What'd you do during the year 1941?" ''Well,'' 
he said, " in 1941 I was the chief of Einsatzgruppe D." That flashed 
in my mind-Beeker's letter. I remembered that word-Einsatzcom-
mando. So, I was inspired in the next question which was, ''Well, 
Ohlendorf, how many men, women, and children did you kill that 
year?" And he responded, "90,000." And that broke the case, as far as 
the Einsatzgruppen. From then on Ohlendorf was my witness, and we 
were able to develop just how the four Einsatzgruppen functioned in 
the Eastern Territories with the mission of rounding up all the Jews 
and Gypsies and other unwanted persons, murdering them in the 
fields, and burying them in anti-tank ditches. 
At the end of the trial, we had tried six organizations for the 
purpose of having them declared criminal. These were the leadership 
core of the Party and the Gestapo which were found criminal. The SD, 
which was my organization, was found criminal. The SS was found 
criminal. Three organizations, the SA, the Reich Cabinet and the High 
Command were not found criminal. On the other side, of the twenty-
two defendants who appeared before the Tribunal, including Martin 
Bormann who was tried in absentia, three were acquitted, seven re-
ceived varying terms of imprisonment and twelve were sentenced to 
death-that includes Bormann.12 Those who were sentenced to death 
were given the right to appeal to the Allied Control Counsel. All 
appealed except my defendant, Ernst Kaltenbrunner. 
JUSTICE BENJAMIN KAPLAN 
I must confess that I did not volunteer for the Jackson staff-166 
were drafted. I was then in Army uniform. My former commanding 
officer had become Executive to the Assistant Secretary of War, Mr. 
McCloy. The Assistant Secretary was charged with helping Jackson to 
assemble a staff, and the result was that myoId boss, somewhat to my 
dismay, nominated me. So I had no escape, and I joined the staff. 
12The 22 defendants who appeared before the Tribunal (and their sentences or the dispo-
sitions of their cases) were: Hermann Goering (death), Rudolf Hess (life imprisonment) ,Joachim 
von Ribbentrop (death), Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel (death), Ernst Kaitenbrunner (death), 
Alfred Rosenberg (death), Hans Frank (death), Wilhelm Frick (death), Julius Streicher (death), 
Walther Funk (life imprisonment), Hjalmar Schacht (acquitted), Adm. Karl Doenitz (ten years), 
Adm. Erich Raeder (life imprisonment), Baldur von Schirach (twenty years), Fritz Sauckel 
(death), Gen. Alfred Jodi (death), Franz von Papen (acquitted), Arthur Seyss-Inquart (death), 
Albert Speer (twenty years), Constantin von Neurath (fifteen years), Hans Fritzsche (acquitted), 
and Martin Bormann (death in absentia). HARRIS, supra note 6, at 477-81. 
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I reported for duty in late May 1945, which was just about two 
weeks after the German surrender, and I was assigned an office in the 
Pentagon with a certain colonel, by the name of Telford Taylor. I had 
met Telford some twelve years earlier, in entirely different circum-
stances, and I was delighted to be joined with him. I hung around for 
a time, and then in some curious way, I don't know quite how, probably 
at the suggestion of Colonel Bernays,13 I was deputed to act as liaison 
between the Jackson staff and the OSS, which had made very large 
promises to deliver large amounts of hard evidence. I trotted over to 
the OSS, and had a splendid time talking to a group of scholars-his-
torians and political scientists-about German history and politics. 
There were some strong and imaginative people there-for example 
Franz Neumann, Henry Kellermann, the young Carl Schorske. Essays 
on a number of subjects resulted from these encounters that were 
helpful to the case.14 But of hard evidence, there was nothing! Obvi-
ously, Whitney was assembling it in Europe, but there was none in 
Washington. 
The whole enterprise at that time was precarious and chancy. We 
in Washington received word, and it was a fact, that there was great 
trouble in getting the four powers to agree on a charter. The Jackson 
staff, such as it was, was part in Washington, part in London, and part 
elsewhere, and there was really no coordinating management. The 
chief manager was of course none other than Robert H. Jackson, but 
as Taylor'S wonderful book points out, Jackson had no real interest in 
management-he was quite a bad manager.15 If I had to grade him-
and I'm used to grading-I would say that he ranked about a B, or 
closer to a B-. That didn't mean he wasn't a great man. At all events, 
we squeezed by. On August eighth there was a charter-two days after 
the bombing of Hiroshima. (Then came Nagasaki, which arguably 
could be called a war crime itself.) The next problem was, how do you 
13Colonel Murray Bernays, a member of the personnel branch of the United States Army 
General Staff, has been credited as the architect of the prosecutorial strategy used during the 
Nuremberg trials. See TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 35. Bernays suggested that Nazi war criminals be 
tried under a variant of Anglo-American conspiracy law. Id. Under such a charge, defendants 
could be convicted of conspiring to engage in violations of the laws of war; thus consensual 
preparatory conduct would be criminalized. Id. at 36. Bernays also proposed that Nazi organiza-
tions themselves be indicted for criminal conspiracy, and that once such an entity was convicted, 
each of its members would be held criminally responsible for their membership. Id. These 
principles were eventually accepted by the International Military Tribunal. !d. 
14 Previous to his service on the OSS staff, Franz Neumann authored BEHEMOTH: THE 
STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE OF NATIONAL SOCIALISM (1944). See TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 49. 
15 See generally TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 78-79. 
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write an indictment? An indictment had to bridge at least three sepa-
rate legal traditions: the Anglo-American, if you can call that one 
tradition, the French, and the Russian. We had to reconcile various 
viewpoints about how the case should be tried, what strategic choices 
should be made. So we went to work on an indictment-this involved 
running back and forth between London and Nuremberg. If you look 
at the indictment itself, it's a strange instrument. The American part, 
the American corner, has a ghost of a resemblance to an American 
antitrust complaint. There were many glitches, many misunderstand-
ings, but finally an indictment was written. It was promulgated in Berlin 
in the early days of October and, with some bravado, a date was fixed 
for trial. It was November twentieth. 
Now began the terrible task of trying to prove things that had 
never before been submitted to litigation. The Russians and the French 
immediately came in and said, we must postpone the trial. Jackson said 
no. And the trial, in fact, began on November twentieth. Then, an 
awful mistake-the notion somehow got going that the way to prove 
the case was to prepare so-called self-proving briefs, so that it would 
hardly be necessary to summon witnesses. Well of course, if that view 
had prevailed, much of the drama would have been drained out of the 
trial, and the world press, which was assembled in Nuremberg, would 
be totally confounded. How do you report on such a text? We were 
saved from this sin against orality, chiefly by the presiding English 
judge, who was operating in his tradition, where trials were thoroughly 
spoken, and not written. The case began to achieve some form and 
sequence. 
At that point I left the Army and the prosecution staff, so you see 
that, compared to others, I made not much more than a cameo ap-
pearance in the affair. I must say that as I left Nuremberg headed for 
Washington, D.C., I was in a state of some doubt. How effective, how 
convincing, would the trial turn out to be? This was all chancy. I was 
concerned. That showed how silly I was. What I did not understand 
was the final lesson to me of Nuremberg which is this: Vision conquers 
all. And Jackson had the vision. There went before him a pillar-of-cloud 
by day and a pillar-of-fire by night. This was his concept and his 
dream-he saw it, even when the rest of us wavered. And he was firm 
in the belief, I'm sure, that once this business was started, it would end, 
and it would end successfully. And so it did. 
There were many emotional highs in this prosecution. Foremost 
was the masterpiece of an opening speech by Justice Jackson, where 
the rhetoric was exactly right for the awesome occasion. I thought the 
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other day, and I must say, not without tears, of the reopening of the 
synagogue in Furth, near Nuremberg. 
The achievement of the Nuremberg case lay in the extended 
opinion and judgment of the tribunal, in which Jackson's thesis was 
finally validated. An optimistic fellow would have said that in fifty years 
surely there would be some steps toward an international criminal 
court, applying the results of Nuremberg and free of the great defect 
of Nuremberg, which was unequal justice, the victors judging the 
vanquished. This has not happened, but maybe it will, and perhaps 
we'll find out in the course of this conference, how that may come 
about. 
HENRY J. KING, JR. 
Why did I go to Nuremberg? I was brought up in Meriden, Con-
necticut, in a family where public service was honorable and obligatory. 
The concept that you tithed in the public interest prevailed. And 
during my growing up years, my father led Sunday night dinner con-
versations which dealt with the great issues of the day. In the early 
thirties, one of our Sunday night conversations dealt with how do you 
stop wars. My father's answer was, "the people don't want wars. It's their 
leaders. To prevent wars, you have to punish the leaders that start 
them." 
Mter graduating from Yale Law School, I went to work for Mil-
bank, Tweed & Hope. I was successful, but my wife said that we should 
have a human experience that we could share together. I didn't fully 
appreciate what she meant until shortly thereafter. The Milbank firm 
was big, one of the very biggest at the time, and I wanted to go to a 
smaller firm where I'd play an important role. I secured such a position 
and invited a very competitive classmate of mine from Yale Law School 
to dinner to crow about my success. I'd made my announcement and 
he said that he did not want to upstage me, but that he was going to 
join the u.S. prosecution staff at Nuremberg. Emphatically supported 
by my wife, who later came to Nuremberg, I left no stone unturned 
until I was en route to Nuremberg. But Nuremberg involved some risk 
taking. There were those who told me not to go because I would lose 
my place in the law firm in terms of the traditional role of the success-
ful corporate lawyer. So I was warned. 
What were my expectations in going to Nuremberg? En route I 
didn't know what to expect because nothing like Nuremberg had ever 
been tried before. I knew Nuremberg was important, but I did not 
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sense its ultimate importance in history and its future impact on my 
life. Upon my arrival at the Port of Bremenhaven, I saw the devastation 
wrought by World War II. Civilization as we knew it had been almost 
totally obliterated in Germany. The people lived in the remnants of 
bombed out buildings or in cellars. They had little or nothing to eat. 
I felt a sense of mission in making certain that it would never happen 
again. 
Did Nuremberg meet my expectations? It did and more. I was 
amazed at the documentation of the Nazi war crimes all from their 
own files. I felt it was a prosecutor's dream. I knew that we would 
convict many of the Nazis with their own documents. The crimes they 
were accused of staggered my imagination. As a young man, I interro-
gated some of the most important figures in the Nazi regime, including 
Albert Speer, Hermann Goering, Erhard Milch, and Heinz Guderian. 16 
What did Nuremberg mean to me personally and professionally? 
I became an individual at Nuremberg. I defended a sense of lasting 
values as to what was important to me and for the world. It gave my 
life a sense of meaning and purpose. Nuremberg made me an idealist. 
I knew that there had to be some limitations on national sovereignty 
if this world was going to be more secure. I wanted a rule of law in the 
world with a stronger United Nations. To help accomplish this, I joined 
the United World Federalists when I returned from Nuremberg, but 
after years of effort with the Federalists, I reluctantly realized we were 
getting no place. Our organization was a good one, but it was a fringe 
organization with little real influence. So I joined the American Bar 
Association, became Chairman of the Section of International Law and 
worked within the legal establishment to realize my ideals. I did this 
with Bob Drinan17 and others such as Whitney Harris who is sitting 
here today. And I believe we were successful in our effort to make the 
American Bar Association more internationally minded and more for-
ward thinking. Nuremberg provided me with a vision as to what had 
16 Albert Speer served as Minister of Armament and Munitions for the Nazi regime and was 
Hitler's favorite architect. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 85. Hermann Goering was Commander in 
Chief of the Air Force and Chief of War Economy. Id. at 25. Erhard Milch, Goering's second in 
command in the Luftwaffe, was a member of the Central Planning Board which handled the 
distribution of raw materials among the German Army, Navy, and Air Force. Id. at 323. Heinz 
Guderian was a General, and later in World War II became the Army Chief of Staff. Id. at 464. 
17 Robert F. Drinan, SJ., served as Dean of Boston College Law School prior to entering the 
United States Congress, where he was a member of the House of Representatives from 1971 until 
1981. He subsequently joined the faculty of Georgetown University Law Center as a Professor. 
Father Drinan is a noted human rights scholar whose published works include CRY OF THE 
OPPRESSED: THE HISTORY AND HOPE OF THE HUMAN RiGHTS REVOLUTION. 
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to be done to establish a structure for peace and security in the world, 
and I have devoted my life to making it happen. It hasn't happened 
yet, but I know that it will happen someday because it is right and 
necessary. Progress in limiting sovereignty is, as we all know, glacial. 
Would I do something similar if given the opportunity? I think we 
all ought to tithe for a better world. Few of us do, but the world would 
be a better place if more of us did. It makes no sense for Nuremberg-
type crimes to be committed in the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Ethio-
pia or Cambodia. We need to build lasting institutions and a rule of 
law in the world so that it won't happen again. I can say without 
qualification that I would, if the opportunity presented itself, partici-
pate in another Nuremberg to the fullest extent possible, if called upon. 
Well, what was it like for me when I came back? I had some 
difficulty getting a job when I came back. This was, I believe, because 
Senator Robert Taft had muddied the water in the public view of 
Nuremberg. He said that Nuremberg violated the principle of ex post 
facto, and there were a number in the legal profession who bought 
this view. I thought he was totally wrong, and I later found out that 
defendants such as Albert Speer agreed with me. But Taft was stationed 
in the Senate at the time, and he used his position to push his ideas. 
To sum up, Nuremberg involved some risk taking for me, but it 
gave me a sense of mission in life, and after Nuremberg I have worked 
to this day to create a better, a more secure world under a rule of law 
based on the Nuremberg principles. The decision to go to Nuremberg 
was the best decision I ever made in my whole life. One final footnote, 
which I know many of my Nuremberg colleagues have experienced. 
You are at a deadly cocktail party where no one has much to say. The 
conversation has literally dried up. Finally, to stimulate discussion, to 
avoid a flop, the hostess says, "Now, Henry, I believe you were at the 
Nuremberg Trials. Would you tell us something about it?" And you now 
know why you were invited. 
ALLAN RYAN (MODERATOR) 
Thank you, sir. You and your wife confirm something that I had 
long suspected, which is that it is not possible to have a human 
experience in a big New York City law firm. 
HENRY J. KING,JR. 
My wife had the vision that I ought to do something more than 
look at corporate indentures, that there was something in life besides 
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the corporate practice of law. There's a world out there, and you 
wanted to participate. And she wanted to take the risk with me. Nurem-
berg was risk-taking, you're losing your place in line. But it turned out 
pretty well for me. 
THOMAS F. LAMBERT, JR. 
Allan Ryan and the fellow members of the wax works society-the 
first thing that Allan did this morning was take a mustard. Who knows? 
I think that six years from now we'll be a diminishing number. 
The reason I leapt with both feet at the opportunity to participate 
at Nuremberg: Justice Jackson sent one of his Gauleiters through Lon-
don, where I happened to be doing a bit of Navy court-martial work 
at the time, and he had an Executive Order that could haul you in by 
your rear or your heels, if they wanted you. They were smart enough 
to know they didn't want anybody working with them that had a sullen 
resentment, that was a sour-belly about it. They wanted someone who 
had a measure of enthusiasm for it. Well, you can imagine, if you were 
a school teacher, which is all I ever was or ever hoped to be, and you 
were offered the opportunity to participate at Nuremberg ... it was 
love at first sight. 
I don't think one should ever make a speech, ever make a lecture, 
ever hold a conference, ever write a paper, unless you can write it in a 
way that would act like an ice pick to break up the frozen seas inside 
of us. That's the flame that I got out of Nuremberg-there's no time 
to waste. Now I know that Senator Taft and others have cursed Nurem-
berg as being a war crime in itself-victor's justice, out to get just a 
bucket of blood. That judgment reminds me of a comment that one 
of my distinguished colleagues made about Senator Taft-he had the 
most wonderful mind in the American Senate, until he made it up. I 
submit that Nuremberg was more than just the idle chatter of incon-
sequential Prussian-type bureaucrats. I think it will last until lips are 
silent and tongues are dust, for three solid reasons. 
One, it laid down with such power as international law has, the 
proposition that aggressive war is the greatest of all crimes, and that it 
comprehends all of the other sins and offenses that are even conceiv-
able. If to plot and plan and carry into execution a war of aggression, 
with all that went with it, is not illegal; if that's not criminal, then how 
can we hold pick-pockets, and chair-pushers, and land developers in 
jail? Number two, it laid down the proposition that for individual 
participation in the planning, waging, and carrying out a war of ag-
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gression, there would be individual accountability. In other words, if 
aggressive war comes, not only do the GIs and the corporals die, but 
the human beings who in the last analysis, bear the non-delegable 
responsibility for planning it and waging it-the captains and the 
kings, the industrialists and the financiers, the bankers, the presidents, 
the prime ministers, the secretaries of parties and all their cabal-into 
their hands, as Justice Jackson said, we will pass the poison chalice. And 
number three, it was the first, as far as I know, post-mortem analysis of 
a totalitarian state. How does it come about? What are its ends and 
aims? How can God-fearing, brother-loving people oppose it? The 
thing we learned is that we must not wait until the sun is gleaming 
under bayonets. You take this dragon of totalitarianism when it's an 
eggshell and stamp it out, and do not wait until it's altering the 
democracies from the menu, a la carte. 
Another durable feeling I have about the trial was the contribution 
of Justice Jackson. He was not his own best PR man-in fact, he had a 
disdain for the concept of public relations. But this I am satisfied in: 
He was a lawyer's lawyer, he was a law student's lawyer, he was ajudge's 
lawyer. And he had-as my distinguished colleague, the brightest jewel 
in the Suffolk faculty crown, Justice Ben Kaplan, has observed-he had 
vision. In fact, he had more than vision. He showed us that a trial lawyer 
needs two things. One was, he must be a master of the microscope, 
and the other, a master of the telescope. You need to have the airplane 
view-the total view-and you had to have the worm's eye view. He did 
not denigrate the worm's eye view-God dwells in the details. And what 
he wanted to do was to write a record at Nuremberg, that he could lay 
down, for the next one thousand years, to all the seminars in graduate 
public law, international law, at the University of Berlin, all around the 
world, and say that's our record, and the submission was that it would 
outlast the hammers of the critics. And I submit to you that the record 
of Nuremberg is an anvil that will outlast the hammers of the critics. 
I think of the story of the effete New Englander who was out 
climbing in the mountains in California. He had the advantage of an 
Indian guide, but he still had a lot of trouble. When he kept his eye 
on the trail before him, he didn't stumble, but he kept getting lost. 
When he kept his eye on the Pole star, he didn't get lost, but he kept 
stumbling, fumbling, and falling all over the trail. And the Indian 
guide said, "White man needs the near look and the far vision." And 
that's what we got at Nuremberg from Justice Jackson. He says we are 
here to condemn and punish wrongs. We're here to punish wrongs 
which were not crimes of inadvertence, or ingrained stupidity. They 
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were planned and plotted and carried into execution. We've had des-
pots before we had Hitler, but for the first time you had the industrial 
urban state, you had people that knew how to be masters of the 
mobilized moronic mind, you had an orchestration and a deploy-
ment of all the resources of the modern state, that I think made this 
particular challenge to the rule of law a unique one. So we needed 
that gift of his to give us the total view and the worm's eye view, and that 
he had. 
Now, I said you must not make the talk, have the conference, make 
the speech, write the song, unless it's an ice pick, an ice axe, to break 
up the frozen sea within us. What do I mean by applying that to the 
Nuremberg trials? I lectured at synagogues after Nuremberg, from 
Portland, Maine, down to Key West, Florida. And I always found that 
I had the same trouble-when I would say, "the systematic persecution 
and killing of six millionJews," I'd look at the faces-it made no impact 
whatsoever. It was like saying six million Suzuki Samurais, like saying 
six million billiard balls. It didn't reach them. But what would reach 
them, was when you would tell them about Anne Frank, a child-girl in 
her teens, trembling on the threshold of destruction ... that reached 
them-that's the ice pick. 
Now another example would be the testimony of Ohlendorf. Ohlen-
dorf was in civilian clothes when I saw him, a mild-mannered man, 
diminutive, not without his own special breed of charm. Cool, laid-
back, you might say the vice president of a bank in charge of the loan 
department. And he was asked, "how many people were your Ein-
satzgruppen responsible for the systematic killing of?" He hesitated, he 
was thoughtful, he said, "well, it was somewhere between 290,000 and 
300,000"-a small smile playing around the lips-''you must allow me 
a margin of error." Then it was pointed out that there were other 
special action groups, that followed the armies into the East, that 
claimed more than his quote of 290,000 to 300,000. He spat back at 
you, he said, "But my methods were more efficient!" ''What do you 
mean they were more efficient?" He said, "They used gas vans and 
toward the end of the war, it became harder and harder, with the 
disorganization of the war plan effort, to get replacement parts for the 
gas vans. And we would tell the people they were just being relocated, 
but they knew, and the wailing would begin, when these vans were 
carried through the countryside. The German civil population would 
hear it, and it depressed their morale. Gas vanning was hard on the 
German civil population-my methods were more efficient." "What do 
you mean, more efficient?" "Mter my men shot them, I allowed them 
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to shovel dirt in on them, it relaxed their nerves, you might say I did 
it out of considerations of humanity." 
Now I know and you know, that in every part of the world, there 
are people in every community-serial killers, psychotics-that are 
thrown up, spewn out of the bowels of the earth. That's true allover 
the world. But now this Ohlendorf was different. He was not a sporadic 
psychotic thrown up accidentally by cosmic forces-this was the finest 
flower of Nazi civilization; it was designed to breed the Ohlendorfs of 
the world. And I ask you to consider briefly, if they had gotten the [V] 
weapons program operational six months earlier, and had shattered 
those invasion ports from which we mounted Operation Overlord, 
would we ever have been able to do it? And if not, if they had carried 
out their final plan, seizure of power in Germany, and use of it as a 
springboard from which to dominate the world, they would be in 
charge of your law schools, your schools of theology, not only that, but 
the coffee klatches and the backyard fence, and the PTA. 
You can almost pardon the hordes, the Huns of the Germans. 
What really breaks your heart was when you would look in the dock 
and see, not only the lawyer Ohlendorf, but the lawyer Frick, and the 
lawyer Hans Frank.Is It was the treason of the intellectual classes. And 
you would leave Urfort and Weimar, and look at those beautiful Ger-
man statutes, Liebe, Leben, und Licht-life, love, and light-and realize 
the great composers of music who sprang from Germany's loins, and 
you would ask yourself this baffling question: "How could they attend 
a string concert in the afternoon, and at night, be outriders for Hitler 
and man the concentration camps, and use the concentration camp 
as an instrument of national policy?" They not only turned grandmoth-
ers and mothers, but grandchildren into soap. Their criminality seems 
to me a difference with a distinction. 
I would submit finally, that we have not, of course, suppressed all 
aggressive wars around the world. But isn't it better, even if we cannot 
suppress, inhibit, or banish them from the face of the earth, isn't it 
important and gratifying that sometime in our long, painful climb up 
from the caves to the cities and the semblance of civilization, that we've 
stood up and said, even if we cannot abolish it, we condemn it-we 
18 Wilhelm Frick, who used his legal training to secure a position in the civil service in the 
early 1920s, served as Minister of the Interior for Hitler and later became Protector of Bohemia 
and Moravia. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 85, 370. Hans Frank became the Nazi Party's principal 
lawyer in 1929. Id. at 367. Hitler appointed him Reich Commissioner of Justice in 1933. Id. Frank 
was the founder and first President of the Academy of German Law. Id. During World War II, he 
acted as civilian Governor-General of occupied Poland. Id. 
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condemn it. In our condemnation, we have crystallized our conscience, 
and from now on, it will be easier for those so minded to condemn 
the aggression into Kuwait, than it would be before the Nuremberg 
Trial. It may be that we lack political will, but Nuremberg couldn't do 
everything-something had to be left for you, and your children, and 
the ongoing life of reason. The work is undone. 
Lastly, I responded very positively to Professor Hilberg's point that 
international law does not just consist of a set of treaties and compacts 
and assurances. It also has its invisible line of growth. The most beau-
tiful thing about the common law, as a school teacher, to me, is its line 
of growth. The urge of the acorn to become an oak. As Roger J. 
Traynor, that magnificent magistrate from California once said, ''The 
common law is not finished, and with luck, it never will be." Why 
cannot the same be true of international law? It grows, but invisibly-as 
one of my colleagues said this morning, with glacial speed; it's like the 
growth of a coral reef, it's invisible but verifiable. But every now and 
then, you can see a volcanic island being born-they catch it on 
cameras and you can see the upthrust. Nuremberg was such a moment, 
where the life of reason leapt forward and took high ground, and held 
it. If this is so, we can narrow the gap between where we are, and where 
we want to be, and it will not be the dusk-it may yet be the dawn of 
the gods. 
WALTER ROCKLER 
In late 1945, when the trial of major Nazi war criminals was 
beginning at Nuremberg, I was a lieutenant in the Fourth Marine 
Division on the island of Maui, waiting to go home after two years 
overseas. My division, earlier in the year, had concluded the landings 
on Iwo Jima and had been planning, towards the end of the year, 
landing in Tokyo Bay. The war in Japan, of course, ended in Septem-
ber. I had completed two years of law school before the war and I had 
one to go. I finished the last year in the fall of 1946. With good 
credentials, because I had been aJapanese interpreter and intelligence 
officer during the war, I applied to the Army for a position at the Tokyo 
trials. Naturally, since I had no qualifications particularly for Nurem-
berg, the Army offered me a job at Nuremberg. I accepted. 
I arrived at Nuremberg early in 1947, probably the youngest, the 
last, and the least significant lawyer there. Over a few weeks, I studied 
the record of the main, first trial, and also the transcripts of ongoing 
trials. I was then assigned to analyze the work on a projected case 
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against the two largest German banks, charging them with war crimes. 
I was glad to take this case on, because I thought that the political 
success of the Nazis was not the result of successful street fighting by 
lumpenproletariat, but depended upon the support of respectable 
German institutions as well. Hitler had become Chancellor in 1933 as 
a result of about a 37% vote, but he had political alliances with the 
Nationalist Party, which was the party of major industrialists, and with 
the Religious party headed by Franz von Papen.19 That made him 
Chancellor by law. 
The bank case was ultimately reduced to a case against a single 
officer and director of the Dresdner Bank, who was also an SS Colonel. 
From the standpoint of international law, we developed no new law in 
this case. But the application of the conventional rules against plunder 
and mass murder to an important banker was undoubtedly novel. The 
Dresdner Bank had very good Nazi and SS connections. It served the 
Nazi government by bird-dogging properties of Jews throughout Europe, 
before or after the owners of the properties were murdered. The 
activities of the Bank were not limited to grabbing Jewish properties 
throughout Europe, but extended to the seizure of French, Belgian, 
Dutch, and Czech properties owned by non:Jews as well. The charges 
against the defendants, therefore, were for participation in programs 
of plunder on a grand scale, and participating in programmatic mur-
der, as an accessory either before or after the fact. Mter lengthy 
preparation and trial, which involved introducing something like 800 
documents in this case, primarily the bank's records, and securing the 
testimony of fifteen or twenty witnesses, the Bank and the individual 
were, in effect, convicted. 
I also prosecuted a vice president of the Reichsbank on charges 
of receiving stolen property, and being an accessory to murders. This 
was the man who was in charge of storing and maintaining at the 
Reichsbank a huge vault containing gold teeth of concentration camp 
victims, gold wedding rings, other gold jewelry, gold fountain pens, or 
anything containing gold received from concentration camp inmates 
after they were dead. Not altogether surprisingly, I secured a conviction 
in this case as well. None of the defendants spent much time in prison 
19 For his allegiance, Hitler rewarded Franz von Papen with the position of Vice Chancellor 
of the Hitler Cabinet from 1933 to 1934 and later, the positions of Ambassador to Austria and 
then Turkey. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 89. Papen was tried but acquitted by the International 
Military Tribunal due in part to the fact that proof of his knowledge and support for Hitler's 
later plans was limited. Id. at 595. 
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because the American occupation authorities, by 1948 or 1949, com-
muted the sentences, and part of the sentences were offset by time 
spent in jail before and during trial. 
Straight out of law school, I was, of course, an amateur trial lawyer, 
substituting diligence for finesse. Since I lived in the atmosphere of all 
the trials at Nuremberg, and in the shadow of the major trial, I learned 
a great deal more than about the particular activities of bankers. What 
did it mean? To me, the Nuremberg Trials have an important symbolic 
value; however, practically and realistically, they have had no substan-
tial impact on international conduct since 1949. Wars and savageries 
in war have not been deterred, as far as I can see. And worse still, I see 
no likelihood that they will be deterred or punished in the foreseeable 
future. 
Nevertheless, Nuremberg made three distinct and important con-
tributions. The first was to create an indisputable historical record of 
the Nazi regime's atrocities and conduct during World War II, begin-
ning with planned and flagrant aggressions, and including what has 
come to be called the Holocaust. Second was establishing that any 
person-a leader of state, a cabinet minister, a general or admiral, a 
doctor, an industrialist, a banker-may be held personally responsible 
for crimes, and cannot shield himself under an act of state doctrine. 
Third and perhaps most important, the ultimate war crime is the 
launching of an aggressive war, since all other war crimes flow from 
that. Additionally, Nuremberg developed the doctrine that so-called 
superior orders may possibly serve as mitigation, but not as exonera-
tion for war crimes. Furthermore, Nuremberg declared that genocide 
and mass murder are unmitigable evils, and constitute independent 
crimes against humanity. With a caveat: at least when committed dur-
ing wartime, and in a military or occupation context. 
In a world in anarchy, where the governing units, if they are large 
enough, are permitted to do virtually anything they please, it is no 
wonder that all of the vices and crimes that the Nuremberg Trials 
condemned continue to be practiced on a substantial scale. In the 
United States, which professes to be a strong advocate of the Nurem-
berg principles, the doctrine declaring agressive war a crime is inter-
preted to suit our tastes. Thus, we may invade the island of Grenada 
to protect U.S. medical students there against non-existent attacks. 
We may bomb and invade Panama, because our highly-placed ex-CIA 
agent there has double-crossed the agency. In the last few days, the 
Turks have invaded Iraq in order to kill Kurds, a group which we had 
undertaken to protect from Iraqi attack. The European nations have 
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seen this as a violation of international law. However, we are friendly 
to the Turks, and the United States State Department refuses to find 
any impropriety in this action. It is neither agressive, nor involves 
genocide. 
Similarly, during the Iraq-Iran war, when for a time we were sup-
porting the Iraqis, their use of poison gas to kill thousands of people 
was not remarked on as a crime. During the Gulf War, however, we 
were very concerned that the use, now obviously criminal, of poison 
gas, might be directed at our forces. Fortunately, that did not occur. I 
could expand at great length on the deplorable if not lunatic events 
and actions, and the bizarre Orwellian analyses under which various 
wars are the pursuit of peace and virtue. Preaching is one thing, while 
practice is another. Thus, in my view, salutary as the Nuremberg prin-
ciples were and are, we know them still as nothing but principles, not 
as a meaningful guide to contemporary international conduct. 
DREXEL SPRECHER 
You've heard a great deal aboutJusticeJackson here, and here we 
are, at a center of a law school, but I hope that you remember that 
Justice Jackson never went to law school, and neither did Abraham 
Lincoln, and look at how far they got. So you have to do other things 
than just go to this law school to make a true impression on the future 
world, which we hope will have in it more justice and more peace, hard 
as that is to come by. 
One of the specific questions we were asked is how we became 
Nuremberg prosecutors. When Justice Jackson made his written report 
to President Truman, he indicated that he thought a great deal needed 
to be done, and he laid out a plan, and this was published in its broad 
outlines, in the newspapers. As soon as I could, I returned to the Office 
of Strategic Services, where I had worked during the war for some time. 
Incidentally, I might say this: I had worked in the war, training Germans 
to become agents to jump into Germany, which eventually, fourteen out 
of the sixteen of those that we trained did. And I never believed in 
collective guilt, having worked with those people. I believed in looking 
toward individual guilt. Well, after I had heard of Justice Jackson's 
report, I immediately went in to see the general counsel of OSS, Jim 
Donovan. I had never met him before and we talked for about fifteen 
minutes, and within about another fifteen mintes I was hired to engage 
in the work of OSS in helping to prepare for the war crimes trials. 
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What did I think I was doing, what were my expectations? I thought 
that I was helping prepare for the greatest criminal trial of all time, 
and that's what it was. I hoped that I would be able to do some things 
in collecting evidence, since I spoke some German, that would give me 
a little leg up on other people who didn't speak German. But I thought 
that I would have a hard time getting very close to the top in this 
structure; because, after all, here's a Justice of the Supreme Court 
who's the head of this, and he's employed a lot of top people who are 
full colonels and who have established themselves much more than I had. 
So I had no idea that I would eventually appear before the Inter-
national Military Tribunal. And that came about partly because I had 
worked on labor cases as a trial lawyer before the war, and in OSS I 
found a document with the help of Franz Neumann, where a Nazi 
leader who was close to the defendant, Ley,20 bragged about how they 
had taken over the trade unions on May 2, 1933. Another example of 
the fact that Germans were also the first victims of the Nazis, and were 
exploited by them. I developed this into a brief with the help of some 
trade union leaders and a number of these trade union leaders made 
affidavits; not one of them was called for cross-examination at the 
Nuremberg Trial. There was nothing that they said that could really 
be denied. I was glad that the brief I wrote about this was the first brief 
that was circulated to the rest of the lawyers, and is published in Nazi 
Conspiracy and Aggression as one of the early briefs-and of that I am 
very proud.21 
Did the experience live up to my expectations? Well, in many 
respects, of course, my expectations were overreached, because I was 
called upon to make two presentations before the International Tribu-
nal. One against Baldur von Schirach, the Hitler Youth leader-he 
received a sentence of twenty years.22 The second case was against Hans 
Fritzsche, the head of the radio division of the propaganda ministry-
and he was found not guilty.23 So I didn't feel that I had done as good 
a job as I would have liked, with respect to that man who helped 
20 Robert Ley was Leader of tbe German Labor Front, which suppressed and then supplanted 
pre-existing German labor unions. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 104. Shortly after being named in 
the Nuremberg Indictment, Ley committed suicide by strangling himself in his cell in the 
Nuremberg jail. ld. at 132. 
21 1 OFFICE OF UNITED STATES CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR AxIS CRIMINALITY, NAZI CONSPIRACY 
AND AGGRESSION 252-63 (1946). 
22 Hitler Youth or Hitler Jugend consumed all youtb organizations in Germany shortly after 
Baldur von Schirach became its head in 1933. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 422. 
23 Hans Fritzsche was a section chief in the Propaganda Ministry underneatb Joseph Goeb-
bels and Otto Dietrich. TAYLOR, supra note 2, at 268. His radio news program, "Hans Fritzsche 
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encourage Germans to hate Jews, and to hate people he classified as 
Bolshevists, and of course, he also meant liberals. And I found myself 
quite unhappy when that decision came down in court, so my expec-
tations were not one hundred percent lived up to. 
Another question was how did the trial affect my personal life? 
Well, it affected it a great deal-I spent over six years working on war 
crimes trials, which included the part after the trials were over, in the 
editing of the official green volumes called Trials of War Criminals before 
the Nuernberg Military Tribunals-fifteen volumes.24 The other thing is 
that my wife came to Nuremberg during the last month, just for a four 
or five-day visit, and I met her, and within a year we were married-and 
that affected my life a great deal. 
We were also asked, if we were younger, would we accept a position 
as a prosecutor with the Yugoslav International Tribunal. Several of us 
here were asked by the State Department to talk to some of the people 
who were planning to go over there, and I must say that I came away 
not feeling too happy, because I didn't think that they knew very much 
about what they were really trying to do. And I have seen, unfortu-
nately, nothing since, which is a real plan as to how they are going to 
go about dealing with these obvious war criminals in Serbia and in 
other parts of the former Yugoslavia. Among other things, several 
people at that meeting were against the idea of trial in absentia. They 
may find themselves with many of the criminals they are willing to 
identifY in a position of escape, having gone into hiding. If these people 
are given notice-the press and the TV and so on-why shouldn't they 
be tried, just because they are in hiding? I think that the greatest 
challenge to all of us is how do we put more enforcement into what 
we have talked about, as a growing international law. And I think that 
that's the major reason we're really here-and on that note I'll close. 
WHITNEY HARRIS 
I think that you can gather from the remarks of the panelists here, 
just how significant our experience was to us at Nuremberg. We do feel 
that we have made a contribution by advancing international law a little 
bit. And of course, we hand on to you, young students who will be 
becoming lawyers, the opportunity to further develop international 
Speaks," denounced Jews and lauded Germany's aggressions. Id. However, Fritzsche had limited 
influence over policy decisions due to his subordinate position. Id. 
24 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, supra note 8. 
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law, and help establish in the world a condition of peace where all can 
prosper and all can be happy. This is your task-whether you have an 
opportunity to do so, we don't know. But if you do, all of us hope that 
you'll take advantage of it. Justice Jackson died tragically of a heart 
attack in Washington in 1954. One of the last things that he wrote was 
the introduction to my book, Tyranny on Trial. 25 And I think it would 
be interesting for you to hear what he said in the final paragraph: 
Professor Harris is one of a large staff of men and women 
who were inspired by the ideals of the Nuremberg effort, and 
whose loyalty and hard work are to be credited with their 
success in practice .... His manuscript teaches me that the 
hard months at Nuremberg were well spent in the most im-
portant, enduring, and constructive work of my life.26 
25 HARRIS, supra note 6. 
26 [d. at xxxvii. 

